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The issue 



Terminal and port area issues

Heavy road traffic Heavy road traffic Heavy road traffic Heavy road traffic 

High traffic around port area, blocking public roads

Congestion

Increased fuel consumption



Terminal and port area issues

Main challengesMain challengesMain challengesMain challenges

Scanning time 

Weighing



Casablanca port challenge objectives

EEEEnvironmental protection and Energy transitionnvironmental protection and Energy transitionnvironmental protection and Energy transitionnvironmental protection and Energy transition

Logistic fluidity and Trade facilitationLogistic fluidity and Trade facilitationLogistic fluidity and Trade facilitationLogistic fluidity and Trade facilitation

Management of waiting lines at the scanner and weighing level 

Less active trucks

Reduction of pollution particles

Reduction of the carbon footprint

Trackability of the container to the scanning station

Reduce the number of trucks in the port and waitin near the entry



DuckTheLine’s

project



Port issues: current line during peak hours



DuckTheLine solution

Virtual line for scanning and weighing operationsVirtual line for scanning and weighing operationsVirtual line for scanning and weighing operationsVirtual line for scanning and weighing operations

The administrative file is checked and ready, the truck can join the virtual line. 

The truck is called when his turn is approaching



Y %* of driversdriversdriversdrivers with DuckTheLine mobile app joins the line outside of the port area and will 

get a QR-Code 

Z %* of drivers are installed in virtual line by the agentsagentsagentsagents at gates 4, 5 and 6 during check-in 

from SmartGate app + will be provided with information how to do better next time

X %* of transport companies transport companies transport companies transport companies will book the timeslot and will get a QR-code

* target values for X=25%, Y=70%, Z=5% 

Target scenario



The scanning officer calls the trucks to approach the scanner.

The welcome agent checks the papers or access PORTNET documents via link and QR-code 

provided by DuckTheLine.

The customs officer declares the start and the end of the service. He can add remarks. 

The line is uniqueuniqueuniqueunique, the affectation is decided in real time real time real time real time depending on operations.

Scenario

Trucks are parked in the parking lot or outside the port area. 



Is the waiting time at a scanner too long? Operations too long?Is the waiting time at a scanner too long? Operations too long?Is the waiting time at a scanner too long? Operations too long?Is the waiting time at a scanner too long? Operations too long?

Agile flow management

The next truck will be called to another scanner.

The agent at gates 4, 5 or 6 will add the truck to the virtual line and will request the driver to 

wait outside of the port area.

IIIIf the scanner is broken? f the scanner is broken? f the scanner is broken? f the scanner is broken? 

It is declared closed, and the virtual line routes the trucks to the remaining scanners. 

GPS tracking can be activated to call the nearest truck to the scanner.

If the container should not be scanned because of special agreement with customs ?If the container should not be scanned because of special agreement with customs ?If the container should not be scanned because of special agreement with customs ?If the container should not be scanned because of special agreement with customs ?

The driver will still join the line, wait, be called and decided by customs agent.

If a truck is too late, it will be removed from the virtual file for a better management.

If operation concerns a vessel with imminent departure ?If operation concerns a vessel with imminent departure ?If operation concerns a vessel with imminent departure ?If operation concerns a vessel with imminent departure ?

The truck can be called in priority.

In view of the low number of imports, we could let them go through to decongest the port.

The waiting time is recalculated for each truck in real time.



Future days RTA portal to book a timeslot

Declare an operation and Request Time ArrivalRequest Time ArrivalRequest Time ArrivalRequest Time Arrival for future days.future days.future days.future days.

Help port to better anticipate and prepare enough resources better anticipate and prepare enough resources better anticipate and prepare enough resources better anticipate and prepare enough resources to serve everyone.



100% booking system is inefficient

15% operational efficiency lost efficiency lost efficiency lost efficiency lost because of late arrival or no-show

5% of efficiency lost efficiency lost efficiency lost efficiency lost because of operation duration les than timeslots grid

Any congestion creates a great stress great stress great stress great stress for drivers and hosts



Real-time unique virtual line for operations

Add truck in a UNIQUE UNIQUE UNIQUE UNIQUE virtual line in FIFOFIFOFIFOFIFO and timeslottimeslottimeslottimeslot booking modes COMBINED.COMBINED.COMBINED.COMBINED.

Truck flow managementTruck flow managementTruck flow managementTruck flow management

Call to the earliest available service point (scanner or weighing point).

Manage the operation start and finish.

Manage priorities for urgent operations and faster terminal emptying.

Report and manage scanner or weighing equipment failures and dynamic routing.

Access to PORTNET documents.

Declare issues.

GPS tracking of the trucks to optimise the call.

Request to wait in a parking area. 

Digitalization of operationsDigitalization of operationsDigitalization of operationsDigitalization of operations

Handle the earlier arrivals, late arrivals, no presentation.



Display waiting time at port entry

Encourage drivers to join the line before arriving to the port.



Join the line by agent

Join the line can be done by an agent in the office or in the field (example, at gate

4, 5 and 6 of Casablanca port).

For the users without smartphone



A multilingual mobile app



Join the file with the responsive web page

Scan a QR code and join the line with your smartphone or tablet with no mobile 

app installation.

For the users not willing to install mobile app



Kiosk for booking situated in waiting area

Kiosks for outdoor or indoor join the line for international drivers, installed in the 

parking area or wating area.

This alternative to smartphone can make a booking with SMS, SMS, SMS, SMS, paperpaperpaperpaper ticket, email or ticket, email or ticket, email or ticket, email or 

simplysimplysimplysimply on screen call by on screen call by on screen call by on screen call by namenamenamename....

For the users without smartphone



In the pocket call screen

Driver can follow the operations queue from his smartphone



Wait in the parking area not in physical line

When your turn is coming soon, approach the parking area.

Ali, it's your turn at 

scanner D, present 

yourself immediately.



Port has full view on current and future the operations

Not only view but also actactactact (open service point, update availability, failures declarations, 

plan reparations intervals etc).

Using a color code to differentiate the waiting time, waiting trucks, the called trucks and 

the current operation.



Connected with PORTNET and SmartGate

Redirect to PORTNETPORTNETPORTNETPORTNET for access to all export operation documents.



The whole apps ecosystem

Portnet



Implementation, step 1

First stepFirst stepFirst stepFirst step. . . . Low impact on organisation.Low impact on organisation.Low impact on organisation.Low impact on organisation.

Half of the operations are done with DuckTheLine (scanners D and E), others in old way.

Container number or DUM reference is requested but not checked automatically.

During the first step, preparations for next stepsDuring the first step, preparations for next stepsDuring the first step, preparations for next stepsDuring the first step, preparations for next steps

Establishing connections with PORTNET.

Integration with SmartGate app for easy join the line by agents.

Mobile app, booking web portal and join by agent with SMS are available.



Change management

Transport companies are invited but not forced to use new ways to join the line.

Display of waiting time at port entry.
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Implementation step 2

All join line operations are done with DuckTheLine.

Container number or DUM reference is requested but not checked

Waiting time display at port entry.

During the first step, preparations for next stepsDuring the first step, preparations for next stepsDuring the first step, preparations for next stepsDuring the first step, preparations for next steps

Finalising connections with PORTNET.

Finalising the integration with SmartGate app.

Kiosks are available for self check-in in external parking area.



Implementation, step 3

All documentation is available through PORTNET.

All operations are done with DuckTheLine.

Container number or DUM reference is requested but not checked.

RTA web portal is available.

Kiosks are available for self check-in.

Join the line is available from SmartGate app.



Benefits

Better rotation of the trucks.

10% performance increase 10% performance increase 10% performance increase 10% performance increase for scan and weighing operations.

Better knowing of the future traffic for resources planning and reparations management.

ConnectionConnectionConnectionConnection to main single window system PORTNETPORTNETPORTNETPORTNET for all documentation.

Better operations traces, statistics, reporting.

Driver stays in the truck for all operations duration.

Agility for equipment failure and rerouting of the line, earlier or late presentation, no show.

Priority management for better operations performance.

Manage the driver in its own language including Arabic.

Less stress Less stress Less stress Less stress for agents and drivers.

20202020% performance increase % performance increase % performance increase % performance increase for port welcome agents at gates 4, 5 and 6.



Our customers



DuckTheLine’s Customers



Customer Testimonials

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/meledo_normandie-entrep%C3%B4ts-

logistique-fluidifie-activity-6721445951128563712-ffZz/

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/total-industry_jefile-totalspecialfluids-

totalindustrysolutions-activity-6711646943602376704-jy3L/



www.duckthline.com

contact@fwa.eu

+33 1 75 60 29 00

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/fwa/

Thank you!


